Minutes
RCA Board of Directors
November 17th, 2020
Meeting called to order at 6:40pm
Roll call: BOD members kyle, Monica, Jackie. ARB member George. Curt and Caitlyn from Weichert also present. Absent from the meeting was Chelsea.
Observing: First live streamed virtual meeting! 
Guests: Jennifer Braidotti
Jennifer started off the meeting asking about payment capabilities, she asked if it was possible to pay ahead? Caitlyn said yes, you may pay ahead on the app. You will not receive broken down bills from RCA, but you are able to budget monthly or however you see fit, and put the money on your RCA account on appfolio. Many people currently take advantage of this option. If you under pay for the year you will be billed the difference due at time of assessments. If you happen to over pay then you would have the option to be reimbursed or to roll it over towards next year's assessment. 
ARB outstanding issues: 161,165,169 (Coneflower) fence issue: 161 is the only home with an outstanding fence issue. Jim Marino has taken this over. House has not sold yet. 
Riverton Knolls playground and dog park project:  George and Pete walked the property with the site survey and were able to determine that the project is within the boundaries or property line requirements. While we understand individuals living along these property lines may not be ecstatic about it, they are within the proper guidelines. 
Signs: Over the weekend Caitlyn received an e-mail from a news reporter. One of our residents had reached out to them with claims of discrimination stemming from the sign rule in the covenants. The issue was then turned over to Jim Marino, who responded to the news reporter within 20 min of her sending her initial e-mail. He explained to her that this was not targeting and that any signage in general was being reported and being sent letters according to the written covenants. The reporter then dropped the story for lack of content. We had to turn this issue over to Jim because once any claim of discrimination enters the conversation all matters are turned over to the attorney. RCA may receive a bill for this due to Jim having to take time to discuss with the reporter as well as the initial complainant. 
- another signage issue was that a political party had placed signage on the yard of a resident without permission. The resident contacted the political party and they did admit to doing so. They thought it was town property and apologized. They then reached out to the ARB on behalf of the resident to take full responsibility. The fine was dropped for that resident. 
ARB requested that the Friday e-mails detailing the outstanding ARB violations be redistributed to the ARB. Caitlyn was unaware they had stopped and will look into why they stopped going out. This list is important to the ARB because it helps them to ensure that people aren't getting double violations for the same issue. 
Budget/expense report: General repairs were over this month but they have been under every other month. Lawn care is also currently over the month, but with winter coming this will even out. Pool care was also over due to maintenance but this should also balance itself out. Management cost for the month was over, but is currently under for the year. 
-There are no ongoing budget/expense issues. All should balance by the end of the year.  
Past due assessment: $34,000 was collected in the last month. This is better than last year at this time. The yearly amount hasn't changed much due to increasing interest.
-ARB fines and violations are down. One of the properties with a larger amount, between $5-10k , sold and the attorney paid the fines. A second property in the $5-10k range closed and we will be getting a check in the next day or so. 
Legal: Liens: In progress, MLG has all liens. Jim has all updated info and is working on getting liens placed on properties from last year to present. He will be getting liens placed on all appropriate properties. Liens are able to be placed during COVID, it's just a slower process. 
Other: 
Accountant: Up to date, working on daily reconciliations. It is very good that we are now able to do daily reconciliations, this will help us to be more accurate. 
Assessment/ fine statement: Caitlyn/ Weichert is requesting assistance from the BOD in regards to us creating a "blanket statement" to formally explain why individuals are getting fines/late fees. This would then be tailored to fit individual scenarios. BOD agreed. 
Office staff:  New office staff was hired last month,  Vynne-Jo Penoyer. She was hired as a receptionist to work Thursday and Friday 2-7, and Saturday 9-2. Jean and Vynne-Jo have had some time to work with this new situation/ hours and they had some suggestions to optimize the efficiency/ effectiveness of their time in the office. Currently there is very little "traffic" from 6-7pm, and on friday evenings. They have asked for a schedule modification to better assist the office/ community. The BOD agreed to staggered shifts. Jeans hours will remain the same to offer later evening hours in the beginning portion of the week. Vynne-Jo will move to morning hours 10a-2p for the end of the week and Saturday. 
Jean: currently working on transferring ledgers from quickbooks into everyone's appfolio accounts.
Vynne-Jo: currently working on transferring the shared drive/cloud into appfolio. This transfer is important so everyones information/ account notes are all in one location for easier reference, and better organization of all materials. This will result in less confusion and loss of material / information in the future. 
-Both of these projects will take months. Once it is all done all information will be in the new system and accessible from one place, not multiple. 
Lawn/snow:  Caitlyn has a call into the town tax assessor to figure out who owns the land at the corner with the Riverton sign. Still a work in progress.
Fall Clean Up :  Is underway. Clean up this year is slightly higher in cost than prior years due to not having access to the town dump this year. We  do not have access to the town dump this year because we eliminated all past "handshake deals" put in place by prior BOD'S to hopefully get RCA back on track and in charge of itself and only itself. This year's bid is only minimally more expensive, to include the cost of dumping materials. 
Snow plow estimates: CJ's was the company we used last year and they did a good job. He has agreed to do it again this year for the same amount. The contract would be $1,200 for the parking lots, and the mail boxes would be on an as needed basis. There are 72 cluster mailboxes, these would be maintained at $350 a trip, once the snow reaches 3 inches. We are waiting on two other bids for review.
-Caitlyn was able to reach out to the post office to find their guidelines for delivery in the snow. The mail personnel will not deliver mail to any mailbox that they deem is unsafe to walk up to or is blocked.  We are asking for homeowners help in regards to this as well. If you happen to notice the town plow came and accidentally buried the mailbox closest to you, please help out and make it a safe deliverable environment for the mail personnel. Mail personnel usually deliver before 1pm so Caitlyn and Curt will be adding this information into any plow contracts. 
Sheds/Workshop: Propane tanks have been filled and sheds are ready for winter.
Pool: Closed and winterized. 
Pool pump house: Curt met with Dr. Electric and inquired about installing a hanging garage heater to ensure the pipes don't freeze. We would keep the temp around 40-45 degrees. In the past the lines were just covered with fiberglass insulation. The issue with this is the pump house is below the level of the pool so the lines can't be fully evacuated. 
-1 bid is in for this and we are waiting on a 2nd bid.
Tennis courts/ Basketball courts: Still waiting on bid for security for the tennis courts. We are waiting on a 2nd bid for the resurfacing/cleaning of the tennis courts. We want the second bid to determine if the courts actually need to be resurfaced or if they can just be cleaned. We will re-evaluate this in the spring. 
Community Center:  There was a water leak in the overhead vents in the restroom. This was repaired/sealed and there was only minimal drywall damage. 
Ponds: Per Jim Marino, RCA would not be responsible for any flooding of the ponds. However, he did say he suggests we have our crew go look at any drainage on our lands, which we did do. ACME went around and made sure all the drains we have are cleared. Any further issues with flooding unfortunately would not be RCA responsibility.
Work Orders:  
-6 trees reported on Sundew as being dead, 5 actually were dead. RCA requested TOH remove those trees. The trees are actually located on town land. The TOH took care of the 5 dead trees, they have no plans to replace them. 
-Holes/open vents in the pool pump house: currently these are covered by plywood. Weichert would like to look into getting this properly insulated and sealed. Pool house is otherwise winterized.
-Dan did gutter cleaning on the community center and garage.
-Homeowner requested tree removal from their yard. The tree in question was reviewed by Dan and Curt on separate occasions and both were able to easily determine the tree was viable and in good condition. 
Open floor:
Jennifer wanted to discuss the "helper option" on the next door app. This is an option on next door that you can fill out to let your neighbors know what you could volunteer to help out with around the community. Jennifer hopes to raise awareness of this amongst our community. Caitlyn will add this to the newsletter as well.
Kyle wanted to address the reservations for the community center being on hold, Caitlyn let us know she had blocked off reservations through December and that we would evaluate closing reservations for January and February on an as needed basis. He also wanted to remind the community of why the votes have been postponed until the March annual meeting. I will include the section from last month's meeting minutes to clarify the vote.
The community vote: The vote is currently on hold. We as a BOD have agreed we need to find a compromise between current Covid 2020 guidelines and the parameters we need to hit for a vote to be considered legitimate within the Covenant standards. This will require a seperate mini meeting to determine. This meeting is TBD. In regards to who votes on this vote, we do acknowledge that in the past voting has been; each property/deed owner gets a vote, and each resident over 18 years of age also gets a vote. This however creates an unfair voting environment where as one household may end up with 4-6 votes and their neighbor may only end up with 1-2 votes. The covenant regarding this uses ambiguous terminology and states that the BOD can interpret as they see fit. We had Jim Marino look this over to ensure we were not interpreting incorrectly. This current BOD is choosing to interpret the terminology to read that each household in good standing gets 1 vote. This ensures that we keep everything equal and in the spirit and intent of the bylaws. Other areas of the future vote still need to be sorted out and we will update the community as soon as we can come up with a plan. 
Since our meeting was virtual! we were able to answer a few questions from residents: 
A resident asked when the trash can vote was taking place? This vote will also be held at the annual meeting. They then followed up with asking what the rules were on trash cans being visible? The current rule remains that trash cans can not be visible from the road, or your neighbors home, and they can not be placed out more than 24 hours before or after your scheduled garbage pick up. They then asked why they could see their neighbors trash cans? George and Caitlyn explained that if no one reports it then the ARB and Weichert don't know about it. The ARB and Weichert do not  go around the community in search of violations. It is the duty of the ARB to investigate reported violations and for Weichert to send out notice of the violations and any fines following continued non-compliance. 

Meeting Adjourned at 7:26pm. Kyle made a motion to adjourn at 7:26pm, all in favor.
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